
 

A Major Update for the DOFUS MMO! 
  

With "The Towers of the Forgotten", the newest DOFUS update is directly related to 

Season 3 of the series WAKFU. In addition to the depth of the story, this adventure 

will also allow players to discover 375 new spells, a new Dofus, and an advanced 

experience gauge in the Omega levels!  

 

Roubaix, France – November 23, 2017 – Rendezvous in early December for a new chapter in the 

history of the World of Twelve, the fictitious universe of Ankama's game, DOFUS. After long plotting 

in the shadows, the Brotherhood of the Forgotten are now defying the gods in broad daylight. The 

players hold the future of the World of Twelve in their hands, just as Yugo and his friends do in 

season 3 of the series WAKFU. 

 

The MMO is taking transmedia even further, but it has not neglected pure gameplay in the slightest! 

Players will discover a renovated tactical mode that is more attractive and offers a more immersive 

experience, and a new method of rapid travel. 

The most experienced players will delight in the spell variants, which give them 375 new possibilities, 

and the arrival of the prestigious Omega Levels beyond level 200. 

TOWERS OF THE FORGOTTEN 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl18GKM7W20&t=2s
https://www.dofus.com/en/mmorpg/news/update/towers-forgotten


FOLLOW US ON TWITTER : 

   

https://twitter.com/AnkamaPress 

About the Ankama group 
Ankama is an independent company that creates, publishes and distributes works of entertainment worldwide. From video games to 
board games, from animations to mangas, it controls the production chain of its creations from A to Z. Known for its MMORPGs and the 
animated series DOFUS and WAKFU, part of a vast universe called the Krosmoz, it achieved its first full-length feature film in 2016, 
DOFUS – Book I: Julith.  Ankama has many strings to its bow, including: the board game Krosmaster Arena, its figurines and its online 
version; the video games Tactile Wars, King Tongue, and DOFUS Pogo, on smartphone and tablet; but also mangas and comics such 
as Mutafukaz, Maliki, City Hall, Radiant, and Freaks' Squeele. Indeed, since 2004, the Ankama teams have been applying the principles 
of transmedia and creating universes developed through several stories and in several formats, thereby offering their communities of 
players, readers and spectators a full and immersive narrative experience across all popular platforms. At Ankama, every story is unique, 
but they are all interconnected. 
To get an idea of what's going on at Ankama, you should take a look at: DOFUS Touch, the tablet and smartphone version of DOFUS, 
released in late 2016; Krosmaga, a collectible card game mixing combat and strategy; and the animated series WAKFU, whose third 
season on France Télévisions and NETFLIX delighted fans in late 2017. 
http://www.ankama.com/ 
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